We recently made some changes in AFSA Organizational Manual in regard to the mechanism for studying and insuring security of AFSA’s own communications.

Have these changes been effective? What is present situation in regard to the modifications in systems and/or procedures required to increase security?
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MEMORANDUM FOR:
Consultant
Chief, Plans and Policy Division
Chief, Communications Division
Chief, Office of Operations
Chief, Office of COMSEC

SUBJECT: Security of AFSA COMINT Communications

1. Reference is made to D/F, this office, dated 17 Apr 52, same subject as above. Since the original D/F was published, a question has been raised as to the capability of the Communications Division to perform this function.

2. In order to review this program, a meeting will be held in the Office of the Chief of Staff, at 1330, on Wednesday, 14 May. Representatives from each of the addressees, prepared to discuss the subject matter in detail, are desired.

ALFRED R. MARCY
Colonel, Signal Corps
Chief of Staff

Copy to:
Adm Wenger
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